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Recent developments in imaging techniques provide novel possibilities for ore characterisation at 

different scales and dimensions. Extracting quantified mineralogical and textural data from these 

images can provide valuable insights in assessing the mineral processing performance of an ore. 

However, high-resolution imaging techniques often give a limited field of view and yield a smaller 

sample size at longer time and higher cost. Same limitation is observed when extending two-

dimensional to three-dimensional methods.  It is thus important to understand the applicability and 

extent of each technique to help determine the most suitable analysis for a particular ore type.  

 

From this perspective, this work aims to compare the different imaging techniques taken at different 

scales and dimension using drill cores from a porphyry Cu-Au deposit located in northern Sweden. 

Three imaging techniques employed were: (1) low and high-resolution drill core photography, (2) 

scanning electron microscopy back-scattered electron (SEM-BSE) images and (3) X-ray 

microcomputed tomography (µXCT). Trainable Weka Segmentation [1], a semi-automated 

machine-learning tool, was utilised to produce the mineral maps for all the different image datasets. 

The minerals were identified by combining information from visual logging, optical microscopy, 

Energy Dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) and QEMSCAN analysis. Mineral map produced 

from SEM-BSE image was used to segment µXCT data. Modal mineralogy, chalcopyrite mineral 

association and chalcopyrite grain size were extracted from each mineral map and compared to 

demonstrate the effectiveness of each technique.  

 

Results from this study highlight the importance of scale and texture for this ore type. Chalcopyrite 

content and associations varied significantly between two image sets taken at 28- and 165-micron 

pixel size. This is explained by the two occurrences of chalcopyrite in the core sample, i.e., as 

coarse-grained chalcopyrite-pyrite±magnetite veins and as disseminated fine-grained chalcopyrite 

in gangue (mostly quartz). Disseminated fine-grained chalcopyrite (<84 microns) accounts to 8% 

of the copper content of the core sample. Microscopic techniques are thus more useful in 

characterising the disseminated ore type. To analyse 2D against 3D data, SEM and µXCT-based 

mineral maps were compared. Only five out of eleven mineral phases were identified in µXCT 

images due to a very narrow density contrast. The segmentation algorithm distinguished pyrite and 

chalcopyrite minerals despite overlapping greyscale values by incorporating neighbouring pixel 

and spatial information. As shown in Fig. 1, SEM and its equivalent µXCT image slice gave 

comparable results. However, the result from 2D to 3D data clearly shows the effect of stereology. 



Chalcopyrite content was underestimated in the 2D image slice to up to half of the amount present 

in the whole sample. Stereological corrections should be applied when utilising a 2D analysis 

technique such as SEM.  

 
Fig. 1 SEM-BSE image (A) and its equivalent µXCT image slice (B) overlain by generated mineral 

maps with their extracted modal mineralogy (C). [2] 

This study shows the applicability of the different imaging techniques for quantitative ore analysis. 

Limitations can be addressed either by complementing with another technique or by applying 

statistical corrections. 
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